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QUESTION 1

Your company has recently acquired three growing startups in three different countries. You want to reduce overhead in
infrastructure management and keep your costs low without sacrificing security and quality of service to your customers.
How should you meet these requirements? 

A. Host all your subsidiaries\\' services on-premises together with your existing services. 

B. Host all your subsidiaries\\' services together with your existing services on the public cloud. 

C. Build a homogenous infrastructure at each subsidiary, and invest in training their engineers. 

D. Build a homogenous infrastructure at each subsidiary, and invest in hiring more engineers. 

Correct Answer: B 

Explanation: Host all your subsidiaries\\' services together with your existing services on the public cloud. 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following is / are true for Preemptible Instances. 

A. Preemptible Instances have no Service Level Agreement (Compute Engine SLA). 

B. Google Cloud Free Tier credits for compute engine do not apply to preemptible in-stances. 

C. Preemptible instances can\\'t live migrate to a regular VM instance, or be set to au- tomatically restart when there is a
maintenance event. 

D. All of the above. 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: Preemptible instances function like normal instances but have the following limitations: 

-> Compute Engine might stop preemptible instances at any time due to system events. The probability that Compute
Engine will stop a preemptible instance for a system event is generally low, but might vary from day to day and from
zone to 

zone depending on current conditions. 

-> Compute Engine always stops preemptible instances after they run for 24 hours. Certain actions reset this 24-hour
counter. 

-> Preemptible instances are finite Compute Engine resources, so they might not always be available. 

-> Preemptible instances can\\'t live migrate to a regular VM instance, or be set to automatically restart when there is a
maintenance event. 

-> Due to the above limitations, preemptible instances are not covered by any Service Level Agreement (and, for clarity,
are excluded from the Compute Engine SLA). 

-> The Google Cloud Free Tier credits for Compute Engine do not apply to preemptible instances. 
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QUESTION 3

How is service availability measured in the context of cloud technology? 

A. Number of available regions 

B. Percentage of uptime 

C. Speed of response time 

D. Number of downtime incidents 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Your organization is developing a mobile app and wants to select a fully featured cloud- based compute platform for it.
Which Google Cloud product or feature should your organization use? 

A. Google Kubernetes Engine 

B. Firebase 

C. Cloud Functions 

D. App Engine 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://cloud.google.com/appengine Firebase is Google\\'s mobile development platform that empowers you
to quickly build and grow your app 

 

QUESTION 5

Your company is running the majority of its workloads in a co-located data center. The workloads are running on virtual
machines (VMs) on top of a hypervisor and use either Linux or Windows server editions. As part of your company\\'s
transformation strategy, you need to modernize workloads as much as possible by adopting cloud-native technologies.
You need to migrate the workloads into Google Cloud. 

What should you do? 

A. Export the VMs into VMDK format, and import them into Compute Engine 

B. Export the VMs into VMDK format, and import them into Google Cloud VMware Engine 

C. Migrate the workloads using Migrate for Compute Engine 

D. Migrate the workloads using Migrate for Anthos 

Correct Answer: D 
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Explanation: Anthos: Anthos lets you build, deploy, and manage applications anywhere in a secure, consistent manner.
You can modernize existing applications running on virtual machines while deploying cloud-native apps on containers in
an increasingly hybrid and multi-cloud world. 
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